
INTRODUCING 



WHO ARE LINEA LUXE



Linea Luxe believe that all life’s greatest 
luxury products can only be crafted by hand. 
Attention to detail, care and respect for how 
we treat our creations and patience to allow 

the masterpiece to develop. 


Our experienced team works with the best 
tools and latest technology yet employ 

traditional techniques learnt from a lifetime 
of experience. Every piece that leaves our 

workshop carries with it our pride and 
commitment that it has been produced in 

the best possible way. 


It is for this reason we offer a lifetime 
guarantee on all our creations.



We make all the structures of  our furniture in 
sustainably sourced European Beechwood. 


Each batch is carefully kiln dried to leave the 
wood with about 20% moisture ensuring it is 

strong and flexible.

All frames are robustly crafted and all seating elements are fully 
sprung using serpentine springs.


Fabrics are then manually checked before being hand cut to ensure 
the ‘dress’ is perfect and the overall tailoring to the highest possible 

standards. 


The final stage is to dress the furniture and create the unique and luxurious 

finishing effects such as deep buttoning, piping, pulling and stitching.


All work then undergoes a thorough quality control before being wrapped 
and ready for delivery. 



Bronsen Sofa


Frame in solid black American 
walnut. Seat and back in high 
density polyurethane foam.


W: 200cm / D: 103cm / H: 81cm / 

SH: 45cm
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Erwin Side Chair


Solid timber frame, seat and back in multi 
density polyurethane foam with dcaron.


W: 75cm / D: 75cm / H: 80cm / SH:40cm

Colt upholstered coffee table


Frame in multi density board. Plinth in solid steamed 
German beech wood. Body and top wrapped in dacron.


W: 100/ D: 100cm / H: 38cm

W: 120cm / D: 90cm / H: 38cm
W: 140cm / D: 90cm / H: 38cm 2



From left to right:


Felix Chair, Highpoint Chair and Mica 
Deluxe


Frames in solid steamed beech wood seat 

and back in multi-density polyurethane 
foam with dacron padding.





Langston Sofa


W: 180cm / D: 85cm / H: 80cm


Frames in solid steamed beech 
wood seat and back in multi-

density polyurethane foam with 
dacron padding.

Mica Deluxe Chair


W: 75cm / D: 75cm / H: 80cm


Frames in solid steamed beech 
wood seat and back in multi-

density polyurethane foam with 
dacron padding.



The Carrou Sofa


Frame in solid steamed European 
beech wood with curved multi ply 
paneling. Seat and back in multi 

density polyurethane foam.


Neo and Duo cube poufs.




The Melrose Sofa


Frame in solid steamed European 
beech wood with curved multi ply 
paneling. Seat and back in multi 

density polyurethane foam.


Shown with Elington room dividers, 
Milly poufs, Burlington Ottoman, 
Felix armchair and Sexy Crystals 

chandelier. Special Thanks to Casa 
Botelho for their Gibson side table.





The Brookland Sofa


Frame in solid steamed European 
beech wood with curved multi ply 
paneling. Seat and back in multi 
density polyurethane foam with 

feather jacket.




Clockwise from top:


Lipstick, Clifton, Travis, Albury and Brera Poufs




The Pelham Headboard


Frame in ply with solid timber 
edging. Bespoke sizing.





The Labyrinth Headboard


Frame in ply with metal laminate 
made to order in bespoke 

dimensions.




The Arlo Headboard


Frame in Multiply with foam and 
dcaron. Made to order in bespoke 

dimensions.


From Left to right: Monte 
headboard, Charlotte Headboard





Great Dining!


Our dining chairs start with solid 
wood frames hand finished and 
then stitched and cut by hand


From Top to bottom: Chester 

dining chair, Erwin Dining Chair




ROOM DIVIDERS:


There is no more identifiable class of furniture that personifies the Art 
Deco period greater than the room divider. Elegant and chic, these 

pieces help to re-define spaces and settings with an infinite possibility.


Our entire room divider collection is hand made by us in the UK and can 
be made to custom sizes and finishes.



The Erwin Divider

The Sawyer Divider



The Ellington Divider

The San Mateo Divider



Bespoke Upholstery and Re-upholstery Services


Working from Hotels to Restaurants, Night Clubs to Stately Homes we can 
provide any bespoke upholstery service and our re-upholstery service is 

second to none.


We can arrange collection of the pieces to be re-upholstered, remove the 
existing upholstery, check structure and body (and repair where necessary), 
cut and apply the new fabric and finally deliver back to your clients looking 

like new.



Factory: Unit 7a Vale Industrial Estate, Tolpits Lane, WD18 9QP


Website and online catalogue: www.linealuxe.co.uk
Email: info@linealuxe.co.uk

Tel: 01923 549005

Special thanks to:

No 12 Studio
Casa Botelho



